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White
Good Evening. Drama, technology, money; all life is here on In Touch tonight! We'll be talking to a blind actor about his latest TV role, and about what happens when you get six people, with six different disabilities on the same set; we'll also be running the rule over the latest technology, but we start with the issue of trust. 

Now we've heard a lot about trust lately in the field of politics, but in life generally as visually-impaired people, we have to exercise trust rather more than most; every time someone offers to take us across a road, or we ask someone to describe something to us, and every time we offer a banknote to someone, we are to some extent relying on their honesty. In particular, you should be able to trust your bank to do exactly what they say they've done! But in recent weeks Geoff Long, who himself worked in a bank for 12 years, feels he's had that trust compromised. Geoff is with us, explain what happened. 

Long
Three times in the last four years at my bank I have had occasions when the money I have withdrawn has not been the same as the money that was taken from my account.  Now on the first two occasions they were what I would call normal cashier errors - the till was over, the money was refunded there and then.  But I was lucky that I'd checked because if I hadn't checked and hadn't kept my receipt I would have had a problem.

White
And on the latest occasion?

Long
Well the latest occasion was a bit more unfortunate.  I went into my local branch, I asked for £120, was given £120 but was not offered a receipt.  When I said I haven't got a receipt, the cashier said:  "Yes I've given you one".  I said:  "Well if you've given me one where is it?"  He said:  "With the money."  Fortunately I hadn't taken my hand with the money out of the till tray so I was able to demonstrate that there was no receipt there.  He did not then offer to give me another receipt until I insisted.  He then did give me a receipt which did correspond to the amount of money that I withdrew but not the amount on the withdrawal slip, which the cashier filled out, that was for £50 more.  I realised because since the other two genuine errors happened I've been in the habit of checking via the telephone banking system every transaction I do, so that I know that they do tally.  And on this occasion I checked on the Monday morning, I found that £170 had been withdrawn from my account, I went immediately to see the manager at the sub-branch and the first question I asked her was were the tills balanced and she found out that they were.  Don't want to get too technical about it but that means that someone had the money.  Also when your write a withdrawal slip, if you're a bank employee, you have to put the denominations of notes that you take from the till and I got the six £20 notes that were on the withdrawal slip but not the five £10 notes - we never found out what happened to those.

White
What was the bank's reaction?

Long
Apologetic but - and they did say they would investigate.  The other thing was because the tills balanced I am told that the cashier saw the error of his ways, later in the day, and - I find this hard to believe - credited a completely different account with the £50.

White
So when did you get the money restored to your account?

Long
The day after I went.  The cashier was interviewed, then the bank manager told me that they were quite happy that there was nothing untoward and that they would refund the money to me and apologise for the error.

White
What concerns you most about this incident?

Long
I'm concerned really in a general way because any blind person who visits a bank needs a secure and trusting environment in which to do a transaction and three times in the last four years I have not had that.

White
Well we did ask Barclays to put someone up to appear on the programme and discuss this with us.  They felt unable to do that but this is what they told us in a statement:

Statement
Mr Long has been a longstanding and loyal customer of Barclays for almost 25 years.  We take all complaints very seriously and regret that Mr Long has had cause to complain regarding the level of service received at one of our branches.  This matter is currently being investigated but I am able to confirm that once the discrepancy was brought to our attention a refund was made immediately.  The branch manager would welcome the opportunity to meet with Mr Long to reassure him that meeting his banking needs are important to us.

A quick reaction to that Geoff?

Long
I'm slightly bewildered.  Although that statement is no doubt accurate it doesn't actually address the issue that we're talking about, which is the safety of transactions.

White
What are you suggesting ought to be done because mistakes will happen?

Long
Really the only way to solve the problem is to have a witness - another member of staff to witness the transaction.  I think it's the only way I can think of.

White
Okay.  Just one other point.  The bank subsequent to that statement have upgraded the interview that you can have and they've said that they're happy for you to meet with an area manager to discuss your concerns about this.  We would very much like to hear what other people have said, other people's experiences if you've had something similar happen to you.

And now the return of Lee Kumutat, here in Britain studying journalism from Australia where, in a previous life, she advised people on the latest technology for visually-impaired people. So we asked Lee, with her technology hat on, to go to a major exhibition of IT of particular interest to blind and partially sighted people. It's Sight Village London and was hosted by Queen Alexandra College at Kensington Town Hall in West London. So Lee your impressions?

Kumutat
I thoroughly enjoyed this exhibition.  It's certainly a lot bigger than anything that I saw in Australia or that I got to exhibit at in Australia.  It was great fun being on the other side of the exhibition table and having the opportunity to ask all the questions that I was always being asked.

White
What took your fancy Lee?

Kumutat
The thing that first took my fancy was an electronic Braille note taker with Braille display called The Braille Sense.  It has a qwerty keyboard, which I really liked, and I spoke with Norman Lilley from Force Tenco [phon.] about it.

Lilley
It actually comes exactly from the same stable as the Braille Sense Plus with the Braille keyboard and it uses actually all the same software, so everything is the same except it has the qwerty input.  It doesn't have a small screen, which the original Braille Sense with the Braille input has, but other than that it's very much the same.

Kumutat
What about the commands that you would use, are they say compatible with screen reader commands?

Lilley
Yeah, they're very, very similar to normal Windows keystrokes, so when you're using the qwerty keyboard, using say Alt F4 to close a programme, the windows key to open a file manager, that kind of thing - it's very, very similar.

Kumutat
So can you give me sort of a run down of maybe its top five features?

Lilley 
In the Braille Sense there's a full media player, so you can listen to Daisy books, your MP3 files, you've even got an FM radio built in there as well.  The wireless and blue tooth are actually built into the device already, so you're not using external card space for that.  There's an eight gigabyte local memory and you have USB socket, CF and SD card slots.

Kumutat
Cost?

Lilley
At the moment it's £3295 but unfortunately we've come to the point where we have to put the price up in January.

Kumutat
Do you have a price from January?

Lilley
Yeah, £3,700.

Kumutat
Of course it has to be said that there are a number of similar products on the market like the Braille Sense but for me I just liked it because it does have a really nice natty keyboard.

White
Now you've also seen a piece of equipment that I must say fascinates me because it's in this whole business of scanning books from print into Braille, just tell us a bit about that.

Kumutat
It is called the Eyepal.

White
We should point out Eyepal, that e y e pal not to be confused with iPods and that kind of genre of stuff.

Kumutat
It is essentially a scanner but it's using different technology.  It takes a photo of a page and then basically reads that out which I think is really exciting.  And I had a chat with Alan Davies from Human Ware about it.

Davies
The Eyepal solo is a stand alone reading machine.  The footprint is A4 size, so it's about two inches high all the way round.  And that's the base to where to place your documents, so it's up to A4 in size.

Kumutat
Tell me how it works because it's quite exciting.

Davies
Very simply at the back of the machine there's a rod coming up which houses a camera sitting about 18 inches above that A4 surface.  You place your letter, your magazine, your book on the surface, it takes  a picture - you'll hear the shutter of the camera - and literally within two or three seconds it's reading to the text to you.

Eyepal
Please place your document.

Davies
Place it on the top.  Camera.

Eyepal
Video conferencing for learning disabled.  A Derbyshire based dance organisation.  First movement.

White
So this is basically the principle of scanning a book?

Kumutat
Exactly and also not actually scanning it, literally taking a photo of it and in that amount of time - in about three seconds - it just starts reading.  It's a stand alone machine, so it's not connected to any computer and I just think that that is really exciting.  I'm not a very patient person so ...

White
I mean in terms of speed how much faster is it?

Kumutat
I would say it's about five times as fast.  The other feature I really liked about it is that it uses a motion detector if you want to stop reading.  So if you're using it in the kitchen for something like baking and you've got floury hands you can actually just wave your hand above the camera and it will actually stop reading at that point and then you wave it again if you want to start reading.  So I thought that was quite a good feature.

White
And again price - can you give us an idea?

Kumutat
£1,495 for that one.

White
So they're quite expensive.

Kumutat
Quite expensive yes.

White
Okay.  You've also got another reading aid but this one is more for people with some vision.

Kumutat
That's right.  This is specifically for people who have low vision and it's using a high definition camera with a high definition television screen.  And I spoke to the gentleman from Vision Aids about this one.

Ellis
My name is Ellis Ellis, the company is Vision Aid Technologies Limited.

Kumutat
Tell me about your favourite product here today.

Ellis
It's called the Tagarno Ibis.  It's a new portable high definition camera that plugs into a monitor or one of the new television sets and gives you very, very clear magnification at low magnification level, so say two times magnification.  So for users that don't need a high magnification they can see the whole width of an A4 page really clearly, which means they can read much quicker.  But also obviously you've still got the full range of magnification up to sort of 50, 60 times and it's very sharp because there's at least as four times as many dots making up the image as a standard definition one.  It looks like sort of a stylish desk lamp in a way, quite a slim one, only a couple of inches across.  It's about 14 inches tall on the desk and it folds flat when it's not in use because it's a portable system as well, it weighs 1.5 kilos or just over three pounds.  That's £2,495.

Kumutat
Wow.

Ellis
It's the high definition on this one that really sort of sets it apart.

Kumutat
As you can tell from my wow there Peter a lot of these products are very expensive.  I did find something that I really liked that I felt was quite well priced, not that the others that aren't but I felt it was within people's range and of broad appeal and that was a big button talking telephone which is being distributed by the RNIB.  It's £96 and the buttons all speak, as well as the digital display - so it reads it out, so if someone's calling you it will tell you who's calling.  And you can also set up your own phone book in it as well, which I thought was quite good.

White
Okay Lee Kumutat thank you very much indeed.  And the details of all those bits of equipment you'll find on our action line - 0800 044 044.

Now the complaint that there's not enough representation of disability in general, and blindness in particular on our TV screens, especially drama, is about to get an answer. Next week Channel Four is showing a series called Cast-Offs the whole theme of which is disability. 

Experienced blind actor Tim Gebbels is starring in it, but tonight he's starring on In Touch. Just give us a flavour of what Cast-Offs is about? I know you've come with strict instructions not to give the plot away but what's the sense of it?

Gebbels
Well Peter there are six disabled people, so I'm starring but I'm one of six people starring, so I can't take all the credit.  Six disabled people dumped on an island - ala reality TV - and for 100 days they have to get on with each other and get off with each other and cook and fend for themselves and generally survive.  And as I say it's shot in the style of a sort of reality TV show but it is in fact a drama.

White
Of course whenever you do this kind of thing you lay yourselves open to all sorts of risks, cries of misrepresentation, political correctness gone mad.  What's your sense of where it kind of stands in this area and how well has it done the job do you think, are you comfortable representing your blind person?

Gebbels
Absolutely yes, I think it's done very well really because the intention of the makers, of the writers, was to put disabled people on screen for six hours of network telly with the main issue not being our impairments, it's just showing disabled people as sort of really like anyone else really and concerned with the sort of things that concern everyone else and behaving as badly or as well as any other bunch of six people would shoved together on an island for over three months.

White
Now you've done a lot of acting but this is a fairly major piece of work, I mean what have been the challenges of the role for you?

Gebbels
Yes, I mean I've done a fair amount of telly before in my career - this was the biggest by a long chalk, it amounted to about five weeks shooting in different places, in different locations.  I enjoyed it, I had a ball.  It's hard work though and obviously like any job it is incumbent on you to do your best, so it's quite hard work.

White
Can I ask you some naive questions?  I mean what about eye lines, I mean I've done a bit of television where you do a piece to camera, that's getting one eye line right and takes 15 seconds and you go home, but what about this where you are actually being filmed?

Gebbels
Yeah.  I used to worry a lot about this at the beginning of my career when I was doing telly because if you're blind you can't really do eye lines, I can't do eye lines.  But certainly within drama and factual telly might be a bit different, but within drama programme makers are starting to realise that if they're going to use disabled people and put disabled on screen that intrinsic in that is shooting the reality.  So why do you want a blind person on your screen to be able to do eye lines, do you want them to look like a sighted person, well I ain't, I can't do that - my body language is different, my facial language is different, my physicality's different.  And you know a lot of us spend a lot of our lives being ashamed about that but actually that's the reality so to you as a director, or producer, of  TV ... do you want to shoot the reality or do you want me to look acceptable in some weird way?

White
So in fact you didn't have to bother about eye lines, you walked about, they filmed you?

Gebbels
No, I had a note at the beginning before we started shooting to sort of reference the camera, so giving sort of cheeky looks to camera every so often, and it simply didn't happen, I simply ignored the note because I mean obviously I sort of had a generalised sense where the camera was ...

White
Cheeky look looking after right shoulder.

Gebbels
Well yeah, so that's not going to work is it so I didn't do it.  And after - after about half a day you could - sort of in the director and producer's head you could sort of hear the cogs turning and thinking - right he can't actually do that can he, we'll have to do something else.  So we did something else and I think that worked fine.

White
Now you're only one of six actors with a variety of disabilities in the series, what effect does that have on rehearsals, on the interaction between you?  It's quite interesting, there's almost a collateral effect where you get six or even two people with different disabilities.

Gebbels
Yes, I mean there's this assumption isn't there, which is true to a large extent in many ways, that we're all disabled people so do have a lot in common and in some ways that's true.  But actually in situations like this, working with other people with impairments, but they're all sighted people, I'm still the only blind person on set.  So that can be interesting because you can go with an expectation or some expectations which are then different to the reality.  But it sounds as if I'm being sort of euphemistic, doesn't it, we all had a ball I think, we all got on.  It's not so much conflicts of impairments, which do happen, as obvious, as apparent to me we were coming from different levels of acting experience.  There was a generational thing, so there was some of us who were older than other people on set.  So we are a diverse bunch of six people and that's not just about impairment.

White
I just want to bring in Geoff and Lee very quickly on this business because there is an assumption, you know people - politically terms now people say disabled people have got a lot in common.  I must admit I'm quite aware of that political correctness but the fact is if a blind person works with a deaf person that's a problem for both of them in my experience - blind people fall over wheelchairs and wheelchairs run us over.  Geoff, are you comfortable in the company of other disabled people?

Long
Not as comfortable as I should be, I have to admit, because I don't often know how to deal with a situation where other disabilities are involved and yet I expect people to know how to deal with situations in which blind people are involved.  So I do not often practise what I preach.

Kumutat
For me it's about assumptions and expectations, like Tim was saying, if I can't see that somebody has a disability they sort of think that I know that they have and that can be really awkward as well.  So you know you're reaching out to shake hands with someone who can't shake hands, which is just a really difficult situation for everybody.

Gebbels
I used to beat myself up about things like that but now I think well just supposing this person can't shake hands, but how am I supposed to know that, if no one told me, I refuse to feel self conscious about extending a hand and then people flap it at us.

White
I think we've started a whole new potential discussion her, which we will go back to because it's really intriguing.

Tim Gebbels, thank you very much indeed and Cast-Offs is next Tuesday. 

That's it for today but we'd welcome your reactions on all our topics, you can call the action line on 0800 044 044.  

I'm off on a working break next week but Mani will be in this chair.  For tonight, from me, Peter White, producer Cheryl Gabriel, our guests and the team, goodbye.


